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ABSTRACT 

Digital testing has revolufionized the semiconductor industry. The demand for 

quality and reliable product enhanced the tesfing methods. Testing a device has many 

challenges. Usage of ATE (Automated Test Equipment) is a big leap in the industry 

decreasing the time to market pressure and increasing the reliability of the product at 

various stages [2]. Testing is done at various levels in design and manufacturing to 

enhance the product quality. An approach is discussed to test any digital IC on any tester 

using a generic algorithm for DC parametric and loose fimctional tests. This algorithm 

can fiirther be extended for AC parametric test and full fledged functional tests according 

to the ATE capability. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

With the emergence of technology, the size of the electronic devices is decreasing 

drastically. Integrated Circuits, ICs, used in such devices have shmnk accordingly. 

Today's ICs are larger, faster, more dense and more power hungry than ever before. 

Along with IC design and manufacturing, the production of reliable, high quality ICs 

requires high quality testing [1]. Current trends have created conflicfing aspects of IC 

technology. Size and area are decreasing while speed is increasing. The demand in 

product quality is increasing while it is becoming more difficult and expensive to test ICs 

[2, 3]. The increasing cost of test equipment is becoming a major part of overall test cost 

and is leading to an examination of test altematives [4, 5]. 

Current at-speed testing using current day automated test equipment (ATE) may 

become obsolete within a short time. One such test which uses at-speed testing 

methodology is a functional test that mns at device speed. The goal of this type of testing 

is to duplicate the functional system operation at the device level. Thus all pins and 

clocks are exercised at full device speeds. The cost of ATE will become extremely high if 

all pins must be mnning at full speed [2, 6]. 

Providing quality test in a cost effective manner has become difficult to achieve 

owing to the increased densities of VLSI circuits. For instance, the cost of testing tends to 

increase in proportion to the square of the number of devices on the chip. If the line width 

of a semiconductor device shrinks from 2pm to 1 |im, the number of devices on a die of 

equal size could quadmple, resulting in a 16-fold increase in the time and money required 



to test the same sized chip. Controllability and observability are becoming much more 

difficult to achieve for modern ICs. As a result, test vector sequences are becoming 

longer and adding to test cost. The engineering effort to generate tests has been growing 

geometrically along with product complexity while the cost of manufacturing has not 

been increasing to the same extent. This has pushed the cost of testing to unacceptable 

levels [3, 4, 5]. 

Product time to market pressures are increasing the importance of fast debug and 

diagnostic tum-around-times on test development [6]. An algorithm which gives a step-

by-step procedure to conduct a test in a short span of time is one of the solutions to 

decrease the testing cost by reducing the 'learning curve' of the test engineer to prepare 

the programs and test pattems. 

This paper addresses an approach to test a digital device using the part's 

specifications, the tester's capabilities and a step-by-step algorithm to prepare tests to 

find faults/defects in the device. Chapter II presents the importance of testing, and the 

historical background of testing, and an introduction of a low cost tester (VLCT). Chapter 

III explains how algorithms are developed using the specification sheets and tester 

program. Chapter IV analyzes the implementation of tests using the algorithm and 

discusses the practical problems of testing digital devices. Chapter V concludes the report 

and looks ahead for test generation methods to reduce the test costs. 



CHAPTER 11 

BACKGROUND AND TEST COVERAGE 

Testing Basics 

A system fails when the service it provides differs from the service it was 

designed to provide. A system is in error when its state differs from the correct state. A 

fault is a physical difference between a good system and a failing one. Faults in 

integrated circuit chips can arise during processing. The goal of testing is to detect faults 

in the device [3]. Digital device testing determines whether or not a device is free of 

fabrication defects that would change its logic function (Catastrophic Defects) or cause it 

to fail power or performance specifications (Parametric Defects). Device logic testing 

targets catastrophic defects that cause circuit nodes to behave as if permanently stuck at 

logic 0 or logic I. In general, testing frequently involves the application of a sequence of 

test stimuli called vectors or pattems to the inputs of a Device Under Test (DUT) and 

analysis of the corresponding responses The analysis step is characterized by comparing 

the test responses with expected responses when the same test stimuli are applied to a 

model of the DUT. If the responses are not the expected values then a fault has been 

detected. 

Phases In Testing 

There are a number of phases in integrated circuit manufacturing of a product 

where testing is of critical importance. Design errors are identified in the design phase. 



Design verification is an important testing aspect of the product development process. 

Characterization testing involves gathering data and thoroughly characterizing the device 

imder test (DUT) to establish, and/or verify its functional operafion and therefore, its 

design. In addition, valid pass/fail test limits are established during the characterization 

phase. 

Once a design has been verified and is ready for manufacturing, tesfing at various 

points throughout the manufacturing process seeks to find defects that have resulted 

during manufacttuing. The first complete test encoimtered during the manufacturing 

process is wafer level testing. Each chip on the wafer is tested and when a faulty chip is 

foimd it is marked. Then the wafer is cut apart and the devices that passed the wafer level 

test are packaged. The packaged devices are then retested. This is referred to as device 

level testing. 

Another test is the bum-in test. It is used to find those devices that have marginal 

defects that will lead to 'infant mortality' and low reliability. In this testing, the chip is 

put under stress conditions, including temperature and, sometimes, voltage at the high 

end of the rating for that device. In some cases, to fully stress the part, the device must 

also be processing data at a high effective data rate. This test is very expensive when test 

machines are required to apply external test vectors and monitor the output responses for 

failures [5]. 



Importance Of Testing 

The primary objective of the final test in the manufacturing process is to detect 

the presence of hardware failures induced by faults in the IC fabrication process. Such 

testing is often referred to as go/no-go testing. A secondary objective is to locate the 

cause of a fault with sufficient precision and exactness to keep it from happening again. 

IC testing is essential to ensure high product quality, and should be performed in an 

efficient and effective way. Achieving high test quality at low test cost is a challenging 

task due to the increase in the number of transistors on modem deep-sub micron ICs [8]. 

Testing is done to measure defects and quality level so that no faulty parts reach the 

customer. Also, it is a well-known rule of thumb that if it costs one dollar to test a 

defective component at chip level, it will cost ten dollars at board level and hundred 

dollars at system level to test, diagnose and replace the same defective component [1,7]. 

Conventional Test Methods 

In the early days of ICs, devices were relatively bulky and were tested by 

engineers using readily available lab bench equipment. As devices grew smaller and 

more complex, it quickly became apparent that testing devices in large numbers would be 

time consuming and financially expensive without some sort of automated test equipment 

(ATE). The edge-connected tester was an improvement from lab bench equipment. This 

tester introduced programming to test the device. A new research field emerged for 

digital test programming. Logic simulation became a popular solution for digital test 

generation. A logic simulator was used to create an abstract model of a circuit, then apply 



sfimulus test patterns or vectors, and the model produced the response vectors [10]. 

Advances in IC technology have led to devices with hundreds of interconnect pins. This 

substantially increases the complexity of the tester for the device. In addifion, the inifial 

cost of investing for an ATE system is very expensive forcing to operate testers for long 

periods before replacement. As a result, most testers operate slower than the device under 

test (DUT). 

ATE testers often consists of three major components a test head, a work station 

and a main frame. The computer workstation serves as the user interface to the tester. 

The test engineer can debug test programs from the workstation using a variety of 

software tools from the ATE vendor. The mainframe contains power supplies, 

measurement instruments and one or more computers that control the instmments as the 

test program is executed. A device interface board (DIB) forms the electrical interface 

between the ATE tester and the DUT. The function of the DIB is to provide a temporary 

electrical connection between the DUT and the electrical instmments in the tester. 

Low Cost Tester 

The goal of using a low cost tester is to reduce test cost while providing the 

maximum test coverage possible. The testing philosophy uses the outlier concept. The 

basic idea is to look for the manufacturing process differences rather than doing 

complete, intense test on each die. With the outlier methodology, differences in the 

process that can create failures are addressed. In a general sense, this actually means 

testing can be done with a less capable ATE. Outlier test methods have been effective in 



exposing defects that would otherwise only have been detectable with tradifional at-speed 

fimcfional test methods [8]. 

Most low cost testers are full specification dc capable testers with limited 

conventional AC fimctional test capability. Gates in the device under test (DUT) can sfiU 

be exercised, but not at the full speed of the DUT [8]. In some low-cost testers, the fiming 

system is event driven. This means that it is crifical that any timing relafionships in the 

DUT be represented by one event after the other. The amount of time between two events 

cannot be guaranteed; only that one event follows the other event by at least some 

specific time. There is an overall timing accuracy specified, i.e., if program requires two 

events to happen at the same time, they will occur within a guaranteed time of each other. 

A low cost tester can usually provide test coverage for: (a) Continuity tests, (b) Leakage 

tests, (c) Parametric tests and (d) Slow functional tests. Although these tests are 

restrictive, they can catch many of the faults that occur during manufacturing. 

The purpose of the continuity testing is to verify the presence of on-chip 

protection circuitry and electrical contact between the tester and the DUT. Chip 

protection circuitry protects each input and output from electrostatic discharge (ESD) and 

other excessive voltage conditions. The ESD protection circuitry prevents the input and 

output pins from exceeding a small voltage above or below the power supply vohage or 

groimd. If a large percentage of devices fail the continuhy test, this indicates a probable 

error in the tester hardware. It is therefore a good idea to use a separate failure category, 

or bin, for continuity failures than for data sheet failures [9]. 



Each input pin and output pin of a DUT exhibits a phenomenon called leakage. 

When a voltage is applied to a pin a small amount of current will typically leak into or 

out of the pin. This current is called leakage current. Leakage is measured to detect 

improperly processed ICs. It can be caused by many physical defects such as metal 

filaments that form shorts and leakage paths between layers in the IC. Excessive leakage 

currents indicate a poorly processed device which may fail functionally when in service. 

Leakage is measured by forcing a DC voltage on the input/output pin of the DUT and 

measuring the small current into or out of the pin. Digital inputs are tested at valid input 

threshold voltages, Vih or VU. 

The primary objective of a DC parametric test is to determine a DUT's DC 

driving characteristics of its output and the loading characteristics of its input. Threshold 

voltage tests guarantee that the input pins can correctly sense the proper logic states when 

VU or Vih voltages are applied. VU represents the maximum input voltage that the DUT is 

guaranteed to sense as a logic 0. Vih represents the minimum input voltage that the DUT 

is guaranteed to sense as a logic 1. The test is performed by applying the input levels 

defined in the device specification and then executing a fimctional test pattern. If the test 

results in a pass, the device has operated correctly and meets the Vil/Vih specifications. If 

the test results in a fail, the device has not met the intended specification. Output vohage 

tests verify whether the DUT can maintain a minimum output high voltage level, 

Vohmin, while sourcing a specified current, loh, and not go over a maximum output 

voltage, Volmax, while sinking a specified current, loL 



Fimctional testing verifies that the DUT will correctly perform its intended logical 

functions. The process of functional testing involves applying test stimuli to the input 

pins of a DUT and measuring its output in order to compare with the expected output. 

The source of the test stimuli are the simulation vectors provided from the pattern files to 

verify the design. The simplest functional testing is a go/no-go type of test. The DUT has 

to be initialized into a known state before testing. This requires additional vectors to be 

applied first to initialize the circuit. This is called functional preconditioning [8]. 

The current ATE's used for above tests require a procedure to conduct these tests 

in a short time and basic understanding of the tester will help to program the device tests 

which are explained in the next sections. 



CHAPTER 111 

ALGORITHM AND TEST PROCEDURES 

Generic Algorithm for Programming a Digital Device for Various Tests 

There are a series of steps to be followed to test a digital device using any 

automated tester. The objective here is to develop an algorithm to test a general digital 

device that can be used to develop a test program on a low cost tester. This is based, of 

course, on the assumption that the data specifications of the part are available. The pin 

configuration, tmth table and DC characteristics of the part are taken from the 

specification sheets. 

The following steps form the outline of the algorithm. 

I. Pin Table definition: In this section of the test software, every pin of the DUT is 

connected to the tester pins (pin cards) located on the test head of the tester. The device 

interface board (DIB) or performance board is a part of tester hardware which connects 

the DUT to the ATE's internal circuitry. The DIB may have socket to hold the DUT. The 

DUT is connected to the DIB with pogo pins. Pogo pins are spring loaded contacts that 

provide a connection to the pin cards that are normally located inside the test head. Pogo 

pins connect the DUT pins to drivers and receivers to force and measure the 

voltages/currents of the pin. The user defined pin names should not conflict with the 

reserved words or other user defined variables used in the program. Once the pin 

connections and names have been defined, they should be maintained until changes are 

required in the program. The ATE software normally allows grouping pins to pass a set 
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of commands to the group to perform the same action to all pins in the group 

simultaneously. 

2. The ground pin of the device is connected to the ground pin of the tester and the Vcc 

or power supply pin for the part is connected to the supply source of the testhead which is 

usually located on the DIB. 

3. Variables for test names are defined for the tests to be conducted and various types of 

voltage and current settings are used to test the above defined tests. 

4. Using the datasheet's DC characterization table, the input and output reference 

voltages are extracted and included in the settings of the test to be conducted. This data 

can be used to set the high and low reference voltages to the DUT input pins. 

5. The output load and comparison DC requirements of each pin and their connections to 

the testhead must be defined. The following parameters for the specific DUT must be 

known in order to use the various programmable loads available in an ATE: loh, the 

sourcing current and lol, the sinking current and the Vth, the threshold voltage at which 

the loh switches to lol and Vcmp, the comparison voltage to verify with the measuring 

test result. As the loads are controlled by the software program it will help the user to test 

at variety of loads, as well as the fan-out capability along with the output transitional 

response of the DUTs. 

6. A functional pattern is generated using the tmth table of the device. A functional 

pattern should contain the inputs allowed and their corresponding outputs compared and 

list of the pins considered for the particular test. Functional pattern is used to test the 

functionality of the device. 
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7. DUT power pins which are connected are set by the program to prescribed voltage and 

current levels for the specific test performed. Supply current can be measured, when 

desired. 

8. The overall test is executed by calling the specific tests in sequence. A test is 

implemented by introducing the appropriate setup conditions and waiting for the DC 

level to settle (in the order of milliseconds or less). The results are either compared or 

measured according to test requirements. The result is stored and/or printed using 

commands available. 

9. After the test is completed the power supplies are disconnected usually using the 

software with a set of commands for DUT safety. 

This algorithm is implemented using a specific low cost tester as summarized in 
Fig.l. 

Program_name 
Declaration Section: 

PinTable Section 
Pindefinitions , pingroups 
Testerpin_definitions, Testerpin_groups 
Test_Names 
DCsetting_Names 
local_variable_Names 
Pin_Connections_Section 

Setup Section: 
Voltage_Current_Settings 

Relay_connections_ toPinGroups 
PattemdataforFunctionalTest 

Test Execution Section: 
Powersupply_Settings 
Measurements/comparisons 
Verification_and_results 

PowerdowTtisequence 

Fig. 1: Program using algorithm 
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Any ATE is supported by software to program to the test for a device. A brief 

description of a specific low cost tester's hardware and the software is described in Fig. 

2. The low cost tester, VLCT is used to implement the above algorithm. 

The VLCT controller is a Sun UltraSparc mnning the Solaris UNIX operating 

system. Openwindows is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) that creates windows to 

perform various tasks. Openwindows takes individual UNIX commands and uses 

Xwindow graphics to present them in a more user-friendly environment. The Tester User 

Interface (TUI) is an application that mns from an Openwindows shell [8]. The VLCT 

uses Interactive Tester Pascal (ITP) to program the test for the DUT. 

The VLCT system consists of three major components: the workstation, the 

system power supplies, and the testhead. The workstation is a SUN UltraSparc installed 

in a mainframe (except for the terminal) with the system power supplies. The testhead 

consists of one to four quadrants with up to 256 channels per quadrant. The DUT's Vcc is 

programmed using a device power supply (DPS). The DPSs are wired directly to the 

VLCT Performance Board and made available on power pin pads. The DPS has a range 

of+/- 12V with a resolution of 6mV and with +/- 24mV accuracy. A brief description of 

the VLCT pin electronics will help to understand and program the test. 

The ITP program can be divided into three major sections, a Declaration section, 

a Setup section and a Test section. The programming commands are described in greater 

detail in Appendix. The Declaration section is used to define the pins, the tester Pincards 

and their connections. The DIB has a socket to insert the device which is connected to 

the test head and the same connections are defined in the software program. A Pincard is 
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a set of tester pins grouped to perform a similar action. Pins connected to a Pincard 

should have the same DC Setup conditions. Each tester pin has a pin PMU (Parametric 

Measurement Unit) which is a means to force/measure voltage/current for a test. This 

capability is normally used for continuity and leakage tests. The per-pin DC parametric 

ftmctions allow forcing a voltage through the PMU relay and measuring current against 

higher and lower current limits {Icmphi and Icmplo). Current entering the DUT is treated 

as positive and current leaving the DUT is considered negative. The pin PMU's test head 

connections are as showTi in Fig. 2. 

"CMPI 

*CMPV -

DATA 

IRNG 

<t 
<P 

VTH 

VCMP 

ICMPHI 

ICMPLO 

i> 
IKfl 

VTH 

VIL 

UPMU Board 

•V.A.LUE = Read Per Pin 

VALUE = D AC Per Caid 

VALUE = Relay or Data Per Pin 

-cro—i 
PMU 

LOAD 

DRV 

-O—O-

PIN 

-o -o -

V c 
L-PMU 

gold pads 

pogo-pms 

I/O Board 

Fig. 2: Pin connections to the test head [8] 

DUT 
Performance 
Board 
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The DutToChan statement in the declaration section, assigns DUT pin numbers 

to VLCT tester pins on the Performance Board. The PinTable is defined after the 

DutToChan statement. The PinTable is a list of pins of the device and connections to the 

Pincards of the test head. The PinTable is comprised of the following commands: 

PinTableOpen; 

PinSet, PinListSet, PinCardSet, PinCardListSet 

PinTableClose; 

The PinSet statement assigns a variable name to a DUT pin. This statement is executed 

in the PinTable of the ITP main program. The PinListSet statement assigns one or more 

PinSets variable names to a single group name. The PinListSet statement is executed 

after all the PinSet statements have been defined. The PinCardSet statement assigns a 

name to a system Pincard and the PinCardListSet assigns a group name to one or more 

PinCardSets. The PinCardListSet statement is executed after all the PinCardSets have 

been defined. 

The DCSetup command is used in the Setup section to program the DUT's 

voltage and current setups from the tester. It connects pins and ?inCards grouped using 

the PinTable. Each DCSetUp must have a user defined name. DC SetUpOpen and 

DCSetUpClose procedures initiate and terminate the definition of a DC setup, comprises 

of the following commands: 

DCSetUpOpen(); 

DCSet, DCConnect 

DCSetUpClose; 
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The DCSet statement programs values to set up the per-pin DC parametric conditions to 

force a voltage/current and define pass/fail conditions on each 32-Pin I/O Board. The 

DCConnect statement programs the relay connections according to the test requirements. 

Different relay configurations are available for various tests by connecting to DRV, 

LOAD, PMU, UPMU and PIN relays as shown in Fig. 3. If no test is performed, the 

configuration used is SOPEN, which keeps the Pin from being connected to the Pincard. 

For continuity test (SCONTY) and functional test with load (S_FUNC), the LOAD, PIN 

and DRV relays are connected and made available to the Pincards. Similarly for a 

leakage test (SLEAK), PESf and PMU relay connections are closed and functional test 

without load configuration ( SLdoff) connects to PIN , DRV relays. 

The SetUpSelect statement, used in the test section, allows selection of an 

appropriate DCSetUp for the hardware. No measurement or reading should be taken until 

a DCSetUp is selected with SetUpSelect. The hardware is not actually programmed until 

SetUpSelect is executed. The DPS supplies are connected using SuppIySet, which 

connects appropriate supplies, with their voltage and current ranges. A no-current bias 

mode (SNOIBIASMODE) is used for test programming purposes. SupplyRead is 

used to read the voltage or current through the supply. There are two options, S_Volatage 

or S_Current, chosen by the user, to read voltage or current accordingly. The test logic 

uses variables and programming similar to Pascal. The ITP program has some special 

variables for test purposes. Treal is a double precision 64 bit floating point number of a 

specified unit of measure, y is used for energy in Joules. CurrentCompare is one of the 

functions that read current on a PMU pin that is used in programming test logic. It retums 
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pass/fail status of all specified PMU pin current comparators. The retum value is the 

logical OR of all selected comparator fail signals. A TRUE is returned if all current 

compares pass and a FALSE if any one of the current compares fail. CompareGet is the 

function that returns the pass/fail status of the last PMU pin reading of that PinListSet. 

CompareGet retums the pass/fail status of the specified Pinlist for the last 

J'oltageCompare/CurrentCompare/PatternExecute. It returns a tme value if all compares 

pass and a false value if any one of the compares fail. 

Drivers and receivers are used in the test program to provide and measure the 

programmed voltages or currents. The driver is used to force the voltage/current to the 

input of the DUT. The receiver is used to measure the voltage/current at the output. There 

are 32 Drivers and 32 Receivers located on each Input/Output (10) board. The path of the 

driver/receiver signal is through the DRV and PIN relays to the test head as shown in Fig. 

9. They can be programmed to one pin at the same time. Usually the receiver is masked 

when the driver is on, and the driver is off when the receiver compares [8]. 

Tests Using Low Cost Tester 

Continuity test: Continuity, or opens and shorts, tests for two things: (1) 

presence of the Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) diodes and (2) path connections from the 

test set-up to the DUT pins. The continuity test is a gross test. The test is simply verifying 

that the DUT has working ESD diodes and good connections from the test set-up to the 

DUT pins. Some devices do not have ESD diodes, and some pins may not have ESD 

diodes. But the continuity test will still be used to verify the test set-up to DUT pin paths. 
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This method uses only a single magnitude limit for testing and is capable of checking 

either opens or shorts at the same time. An opens continuity test is usually done with the 

VLCT per-pin PMU's. Two methods are possible: one for ground diodes and other for 

the Vcc diodes. For instance, to test ground diodes the device Vcc is set to OV and the pin 

PMU's force a voltage more than a diode drop below ground (-2V). The current limits are 

set for about half the current range (500uA on a 1mA range) and the current is measured. 

A failing measurement indicates continuity in the path. A pin shorts test is usually done 

with the pin PMU's. A measure of excessive current when a small voltage is forced 

indicates short in the pin. The test setup is shown in Fig. 3. This method requires that all 

pins fail the measurement to pass the test. Since failures are usually logically or'ed, each 

pin must be interrogated individually to process the test result. This method will retum a 

normal and'ed pass/fail condition. 
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Fig. 3: PMU Electronics in VLCT [8] 
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Input Current Leakage {lih, lit) Tests: Input current Leakage tests verify the 

DUT can be driven to a high and a low, while consuming no more than the specified 

amount of current. These are device specification tests. For testing input leakage currents, 

the following algorithm is used, (a) The DUT Vcc is set to the maximum voltage 

specified in the specification sheets, (b) The DUT ground is connected to the tester 

ground pin. (c) The DUT output pins are left open. This is shown in Fig. 4. 

Kh h into the DUT and is Negative Vcc = Max 

Output = Open 

lU is out of the DUT and is Positive Vcc = Max 

Output = Open 

Fig. 4: Vih Test Setup [8] 

In many cases, Input Leakage Tests are performed in two passes. The first pass 

mns one test {lih or HI) on the odd DUT input pins while the other test on the even DUT 

input pins. The second pass will swap the even and odd input pin test conditions. This 

method allows detection of adjacent pin leakage as well as leakage to Vcc or ground. I/O 

pins must be enabled as inputs with DC conditions or an initialization pattem before 

testing. Input Leakage tests are performed by forcing voltage and measuring current on 
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the DUT input pins. The VLCT pin PMU's are capable of measuring small currents that 

are typical for CMOS input leakage. The test measurements can be made in parallel using 

pin PMU's. Since Vth is a pin card resource, pin-to-pin leakage setups may be made in 

two-passes using the pin drivers as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Output Voltage test (Voh / Vol): Output voltage tests verify the DUT if it can 

maintain specified minimum logic high voltage (Vohmin) while Sourcing logic high 

output current (loh) and do not exceed specified maximum logic low voltage (Volmax) 

while sinking logic low output current {lol). Voh is the minimum voltage to which the 

device output will fall for a given current load when Vcc is minimum. Voh test is to 

verify the fan-out drive capability of the device for a defined load (fixed 1000 ohms in 

VLCT). Vol is the maximum low level voltage to which the device output will rise for a 

given load when Vcc is minimum. The Vol test guarantees the capability of the device to 

handle load fan-out when the output is at logic low. The outputs can be setup to produce 

highs or lows and DC tested with a PMU or loaded and functionally tested. The 

procedure for a Voh/Vol test is: a) Apply Vcc = Vccmin and Ground = OV. b) Using a 

tmth table for the DUT, connect the fimctional sequence that will change the output 

high/low logic level to the input pins, c) Measure the output voltage when the specified 

load is connected. The VLCT uses a single reference, thus checking for both Voh and Vol 

would require two passes, one to check Vol with lol loading and the other with different 

Vth and Vcmp to check Voh with loh loading. This is set up as sXiovm in Fig. 7. 
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Functional Test: The Functional test checks the basic functionality of the device. 

It applies a train of pulses to the input pins of the DUT and checks the output pins for 

their response. The input waveform is applied using a driver on each input pin and the 

outputs are monitored using a receiver on each output pin which is determined by the 

tmth table. The test vectors are embedded in the pattem files (.vgs and .ws) which are 

called by the main program. Pattems are executed and pass/fail decisions are made on the 

appropriate vectors to verify the device operates as expected [8, 10]. 

The VLCT reduces tester cost for functional testing by eliminating pin memory 

for pin data, programmable timing for functional test cycles and edge placement. The pin 

data is presented by DMA transfers from the main controller and edge placement is 

described by events that have a sequential definition. Exact timing for functional cycles 

and edge positions is dependent on the DMA transfer speed (30MHz), the amount of 
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information required to describe the event, and the location of tester hardware needing 

new event information. All event information is sent to the various boards in 16-bit 

transfers and presented to the hardware at the event boundary [11]. Pattem files are used 

in functional tests to program functionality of the test vectors. The compiled pattem files 

are called by the TUI during execution of the main ITP program to program the DMA 

memory. When a pattem is executed the pattem data is sent through the DMA board to 

the associated driver and receiver circuitry on the 10 boards. The 10 boards combine the 

pattem data with DC levels, events, and DSet/MSet information, which is in a global 

source file, to generate the driver signals and receiver comparisons. There are two types 

of pattem files to reduce the redundancy of the definition of the pins. They are the vector 

global source files {.vgs) and VLCT vector source file (.vv5). Global source files include 

common information used by the vector source files. Vector files are written in source 

code and compiled into object code, i.e., (.vgs -> .ego), (.vvs-> .evo). Pin configuration 

is used in the global source file to list the data and masking pins. It is used by the main 

program using the data provided by the vector source file through the listed pattem data 

vectors. Pattem data vectors are prepared using the device's tmth table. Outline of the 

.vgs and .vvs files explains how the inputs and output pins are sorted and defined to test 

the device for its fiinctionality using the device tmth table. Outline of the .vgs and .vvs 

files are explained in Appendix. The pattem data is driven or received by the tester using 

various formats. In VLCT they are introduced by the command: EventPinMap. An 

EventPinMap statement defines the events which will occur during one vector (test cycle) 

for one DUT pin. A .vvs file must have EventPinMap statements for each pin defined in 
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tile .vgs file's DutToChan command. The EventPinMap statement can be used in the 

program as: 

EventPinMap (pinnumber, pineventl, pin_eyent2,..., Pineventn); 

The EventPinMap specifies information that is programmed with timing and 

formatting in other testers [8]. Events are Driver Edges (for pin data, surround levels, or 

retum levels) and Receiver Comparisons. Multiple pins can perform different functions 

on the same event. Separate events are necessary if the device timing requires any 

amount of time between edges and/or comparisons because event information is provided 

during functional pattem execution by a DMA card in the VLCT UltraSPARC controller. 

The DMA card can provide 16 bits of information every 30ns, so any timing differences 

must be approached as if the tester had at least a 30ns timing resolution (and probably 

more because large pin count devices will require several DMA transfers to set up an 

event). The EventPinMap statement supports various format and edge combinations: 

Drive pin events like S_NR,S_RTZ,S_RTO,S_SBZ,S_SBO etc., receiver pin events like 

SEDGE and miscellaneous pin events like SNOP ,S_NULL events. Each format has a 

fimction in proving the signal or receiving the signal. For instance S N R drives input 

data through the driver and maintains the same data in the next event within that cycle or 

carries it to the next cycle. Similarly in retum to zero formats (SRTZ) signal drives to 

the input with SRTZI format and retums to logic Zero level in S_RTZ2. SNULL is a 

dummy format for no action in the cycle. For example while testing a 2-input and gate. 

The inputs and outputs are as shown in Fig. 8. Inputl, input 2 are pins land 2 while pin 3 

is output govemed by the EventPinMaps shown in the Fig. 8. For pin 1 when the drive 
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data is 0 (events are SRTZI , SNULL, S_RTZ2 in sequence every cycle) the signal 

drives to zero logic level in the first part of the cycle followed by no action in the second 

part of the cycle. Then h returns to zero logic level; in the third and last part of the cycle. 

In cycle 5 when input is logic high, it drives to logic high voltage level in the first event 

and stays there in the second part of the cycle and retums to zero in the third part of the 

cycle. Similarly for the output pin which is chosen with S_NULL, S_EDGE, SNULL 

events . first it retains the previous logic level and then connects to the receiver and 

compares with the expected logic level and the remain at the resultant level until the end 

of the cycle. Hence in cycle 1 receiver signal remains at logic zero in the first three cycles 

and in cycle 5, it retains the previous result and compares with the expected logic level 

(I) and retains the expected result with two retum to zero inputs (0) and passes to the 

next cycle. This is explained below in Fig. 8. 
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To generate a functional test input signal on a VLCT tester pin, the program must 

set the voltage levels, connect the driver, enable the driver, select the drive data, and 

define the sequence of events (including surround and retum logic levels). Since the load 

resistor is fixed, the VLCT can only be set for loh or lol. Checking for loads at both Voh 

and Vol would require two pattem executions with different Vth and Vcmp values. 

Slow Functional Test: Slow functional tests are NOT data book specification 

tests. Slow Functional Tests only verify the DUT response according to its tmth table. 

This test verifies point defects (either "stuck at a l"or ''stuck at a 0"). Slow functional 

tests are mn using DC levels, and timing conditions that are much wider than the device 

specifications, hence slow fimctional tests are often called gross or loose fimctional tests. 

The procedure for a slow fimctional test is: (a) Connect the Vcc and Ground pins, (b) 

Connect DUT input pins to the drivers and apply the input voltage levels and execute the 

pattem to the tmth table using the pattem files, (c) Make pass/fail measurements on the 
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output pins according to the tmth table. When the pattem is executed, the pattem data is 

sent through the DMA board to the associated driver and receiver circuitry on the 10 

boards. The 10 boards will combine the pattem data with the DC levels, events and 

Dset/Mset information to generate the driver signals and receiver comparisons. The pin 

electronics of the functional test is as shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10: Pin Electronics for Functional Test [8] 

The sequence of steps used in the above algorithm can be used to test a digital 

device using any generic ATE. A digital device can be tested with less effort using the 

specific commands of low cost tester's program with the aid of the device specifications 

and the above algorithm. This may help in reducing the required 'learning curve' of the 

end user to test the device. The usage of the algorithm with the tester can be analyzed 

with the help of tests on a digital device. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of Algorithm 

In this chapter, an ITP program is prepared with the aid of the algorithm in 

Chapter III, the device specifications and the program syntax of ITP (Appendix). The 

program is used to test various digital devices. The continuity test is performed first to 

verify the proper connection of the DUT to the tester pins. The leakage test is then 

performed followed by Output voltage tests. After that functional test using pattem files 

is prepared using truth table extracted from the device specifications. A digital device is 

not considered for further tests if any test fails. The digital devices considered for the test 

are 1 -of-8 Line Data Selector, AND gate, JK flip-flop, Quad D flip flop and 4bit counter. 

The data specifications for each part are analyzed and the required data is collected. This 

includes the pin configuration, operating ranges and input/output characteristics of the 

device. 

A test program for a Quad D Flip-Flop (SN74LS175N) is described in this 

chapter to illustrate the use of the algorithm. The device consists of four edge-triggered D 

flip-flops with individual D inputs and Q and Qbar outputs. The clock and master reset 

are common. The four flip-flops store the state of their individual D inputs on the LOW 

to HIGH Clock (cp) transition, causing individual Q and Qbar outputs to follow. A LOW 

input on the Master Reset {mrbar) forces all Q outputs LOW and Qbar outputs HIGH 

independent of the clock or data inputs. The pin configuration for the device is mrbar(1), 
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cp(9), D0(4), Dl(5). D2(12), D3(13), Q0(2), Ql(7), Q2(10), Q3(15), Q0bar(3), 

Qlbar(6), Q2bar(ll), Q3bar(14). The truth table is prepared according to the 

functionality of the device. The output Q of the flip-flop follows the input D after the 

clock pulse when pin mrbar is logic high. The DUT is connected to a breadboard which 

is hardwired to the test head. The connections to the breadboard are changeable and the 

same configuration should be duplicated in the pin table. 

Vcc Q3 Q3bar D3 D2 Q2bar Q2 cp 

LiJUJbJl iJ l iJLiJ l iJLiJ 
mrbar Q Qobar DQ D Qibar Ql GND 

Fig. 11: Pin Diagram for D-Edge triggered Flip flop 

In the declaration section of the ITP program, PinTable is the command used to 

configure pins and Pincards. The input pins are subdivided into odd pins and even pins 

for two pass testing used in leakage and output-voltage tests. Each pin is given a variable 

name to easily debug the program. Here the device pin names are chosen as the pin 

variable names. All the odd-input pins, even-input pins and output pins are grouped 

separately and each group is given a name. The Pincards are also grouped according to 

the test settings where the input even pins, input odd even pins and output pins are 

independent. 
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PinList=(mrbar,cp,D0,Dl,D2,D3,Q0,Ql,Q2,Q3,Q0bar,Qlbar,Q2bar,Q3bar,input_eyen, 
inputodd, inputs, outpins_Q,outpins_Qbar, outpins,allpins); 

PinCardList=(pins 1 to32,pins33to64,pins65to96,pins97to 128,pins 129to 160,pins 161 to 192 
pinsl93to224,pins225to256,ALLCARDSIN_CARD_EVEN,IN CARD ODD 
OUT_CARD_Q, OUT_CARD_QBAR, OUT_CARD); 
PinSet(mrbar,l); 
PinSet(Q0,2); 
PinSet(Q0bar,3); 
PinSet(D0,4); 
PinSet(Dl,5); 
PinSet(Qlbar,6); 
PinSet(Q1.7); 
PinSet(cp,9); 
PinSet(Q2,I0); 
PinSet(Q2bar.ll); 
PinSet(D2,12); 
PinSet(D3,13); 
PinSet(Q3bar,14); 
PinSet(Q3,15); 
PinListSet(input_odd,mrbar,D 1 ,D2); 
PinListSet(input_even,cp,D0,D3); 
PinListSet(inputs, inputeven, input_odd); 
PinListSet(outpins_Q,Q0,Ql,Q2,Q3); 
PinListSet(outputs_Qbar,QObar,Q 1 bar,Q2bar,Q3bar); 
PinListrSet(outpins,outpins_Q,outpins_Qbar); 
PinListSet(allpins,inputs,outpins); 
PinCardSet(pinslto32, S_PINCARD1); 
PinCardSet(pins33to64. S_PINCARD2); 
PinCardSet(pins65to96, S_PINCARD3); 
PinCardSet(pins97tol28, S_PINCARD4); 
PinCardSet(pinsl29tol60, S_PINCARD5); 
PinCardSet(pinsl61tol92, S_PINCARD6); 
PinCardSet(pins 193to224, S_PINCARD7); 
PinCardSet(pins225to256,S_PINCARD8); 
PinCardListSet(IN_CARD_EVEN,pins32to64,pins65to96,pins97tol28); 
PinCardListSet(IN_CARD_ODD,pins97tol28); 
PinCardListSet(OUT_CARD,pins 193to224, pins 129to 192); 
PinCardListSet(ALLCARDS,pinslto32,pins33to64,pins65to96,pins97tol28, 

pins 129to 192,pins 193to224,pins224to256); 

Fig. 12: PinTable of D flip-flop 
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The Pincards are grouped and named according to their physical location in the 

tester. The Pincard names are listed in Appendix. All the pins and Pincards can be 

addressed with the variable names allpins and ALLCARDS respectively. This makes the 

pin selection easy when same action has to be performed with a set of pins. Most of the 

declaration section and few parts of the setup and test sections are common to every test. 

Specific changes for the particular test are discussed in their respective sections. 

Continuity Test 

The DCSetUp command is used to define the voltage and current levels of a setup 

for testing the device. It is included in declaration section as DCSetup = (PowerdownDC, 

openssetup); Then DCSetUp conditions are determined using the characterization table. 

The syntax for DCSetUp, as explained eariier, contains DCSet and DCConnect 

commands to program DC levels and relay connections. 

DCSet (F/Tz, VU, Vcmp, Vth, Icmphi, Icmplo, PinCardName); (Appendix) 

For the continuity test, Vih, VU, Vcmp are not used( set to zero) and Vth = -I.IV. Since 

continuity is checking for the connections, a minimum threshold voltage is applied for 

opens and shorts in the circuit. For opens, current levels are compared at +/- 1 OOuA and 

OuA for shorts. All pins are connected to SCONTY configuration for the continuity test 

and S_LEAK for shorts test as shovm in Fig. 13. 
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DCSetupOpen(Vcontysetup); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,-1.1 v, 1 OOua,-1 OOua,ALLCARDS); 
DCConnect( allpins, SHigh, S_CONTY); 
DCSetUpClose; 

DCSetupOpen(shortssetup); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,-1.1 v,0a,-0a ,ALLCARDS); 
DCConnect(allpins, SLow, SLeak); 
DCSetUpClose; 

Fig. 13: DCSetup for continuity test 

After the test is performed, the tester has to be powered-down for device safety, 

which is done using a separate setup condition {PowerDownDC) with the following 

steps. The voltage conditions and current conditions are set to zero, and all pins are 

disconnected from tester Pincards using the SOPEN configuration as shown in Fig. 14. 

DCSempOpen(PowerdownDC); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,0v,0mA,0mA,ALLCARDS); 
DCConnect(allpins, SLow, S_open); 
DCSempClose; 

Fig. 14: DCSetup for PowerdownDC 

The above DCSetUp is called from the test section using SetUpSelect. The 

SupplySet command is used to program the power supply to the DUT and set the vohage 

limit to zero and current to ImA. These values are the maximum values for the continuity 

test. 
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TestOpen(Vopens_test); 
SetupSelect(openssetup); 
SupplySet(S_DPS 1 A,Ov, I ma,S_Igain_l X, S_NO_IBIAS_MODE); 
Wait(5ms); 
DlSCARD(CurrentCompare); 
PinListGet(allpins, Plarr, Pllen); 
For index: = 1 to pl len do Begin 

If (CompareGet(Pl_arr[index])) 
Then Writeln('continuity of pin:',Pl_arr[index],Tailed' 
Else Writeln('continuity of pin:',Pl_arr[index],'passed'); 

end; 
pause; 
SetupSelect(Powerdo wnDC); 
TestClose; 

Fig. 15: Test Section of Continuity test 

The program mode is set to SNOIBIASMODE for test programming purposes 

with IX current gain as shown in Fig. 15. along with the test logic used for the continuity 

test. Unique test name is defined using the command TestName, which is included in 

declaration section. SetUpSelect command is used to select the DC settings for the test 

.Then the tester is allowed to settle to the programmed DC levels using waU command. 

The voltage is then compared to zero using CurrentCompare specified in DCSet with 

each pin, by discarding the output and calling each pin using For loop in an array , 

PinListGet command and pi arr variable of PinListArrayType . Then each pin is verified 

and the results are printed. The tester is then powered down {PowerDownDC) before the 

next test is executed and is paused to keep the present test resuhs available to the user. 
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Table 1: DC characteristics of the D flip-flop (SN74LS175N) 
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Leakage Test 

In the leakage test, Vih and Vil are set to 2V and 0.8V, respectively, similar to the 

continuity test. The compare and threshold voltage specifications are ignored for this test. 

While checking for lib, Icmphi, Icmplo limits are ± 20uA and for 111 the limits are 

between ± 0.4mA. All these conditions are included in the program using the DCSetup 

command explained in the continuity test above. The leakage test has 2 passes: the first 

pass runs one test (lih or lil) on the DUT odd input pins and the other test on the DUT 

even input pins. The second pass is implemented by swapping the pin test conditions. The 

input pins DO, DI, D2, D3, mrbar, cp are connected to 1,0,1,0,1,0 logic levels in order to 

connect the odd pins to high and even pins to low levels on the first pass and to 

0,1,0,1,0,1 logic levels on the second pass in order to connect the odd pins to low and 

even pins to high level voltages. The S_HIGH and S_LEAK relay configuration is chosen 

for high inputs and S_LOW and S_LDoff for the low voltage level inputs. The outputs 

left open to disregard the output measurements (Chapter III) as shown in Fig. 16. 
are 
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DCSetupOpen(Leakagel setup); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,2.7v, 20uA,-20uA,IN_CARD_ODD); 
{DCSet ( Vih, Vil, Vcmp, Vth, Icmphi, Icmplo, PinCard Name );} 
DCConnect(input_odd, SLow, S_LEAK); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,0.4v, 0.4mA,-0.4mA,IN_CARD_EVEN); 
DCConnect(input_even,S_Low,S_LDoff); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v, 0A,0A,OUTCARD); 
DCConnect(outpins,S_Low, S_Open); 
DCSetUpClose; 

DCSetupOpen(Leakage2setup); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,0.4v,0.4niA,-0.4mA,IN_CARD_ODD); 
DCConnect(input_even, SLow, SLDoff); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v,2.7v, 20uA,-20uA,IN_CARD_EVEN); 
DCConnect(input_odd, SLow, SLEAK); 
DCSet(0v,0v,0v, 0A,0A,OUTCARD); 
DCConnect(outpins,S_Low, SOpen); 
DCSempClose; 

Fig. 16: DCSemp for Leakage test 

Similar to the continuity test, the setup is called in the test section to provide a 

power supply of Vccmax, the specified maximum supply voltage to the device 

{Vcc_max= 5.25V) and current range up to 18mA. The leakage current is measured 

against the boundary conditions of Icmphi, Icmplo specified in the DCSet and compared 

as shown in Fig. 17 in two passes. 
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TestOpen(Leakage 1 Test); 
SetupSelect(Leakagesetup); 
SupplySet(S_DPSlA,5.25v,50mA,S_lGAIN_lX,S_LOW_CURR_MODE); 
Wait(5ms); 
DISCARD(CurrentCompare); 

PinListGet(inputs,Pl_arr,Pl_len); { pl_arr : PinListArrayType;} 
FOR index: = 1 to (pljen) do 

IF CompareGet(pl_arr[index]) 
Then writeln('PrN',index,pl_arr[index],'passed') 

else writeln('PrN',index,pl_arr[index],'failed'); 
pause; 
TestClose; 
TestOpen(Leakage2Test); 
SetupSelect(Leakage2setup); 
SupplySet(S_DPSlA,5.25v,50mA,S_IGAIN_lX,S_LOW_CURR_MODE); 
Wait(5ms); 
DISCARD(CurrentCompare); 

PinListGet(inputs,Pl_arr,Pl_len); { pl_arr : PinListArrayType;} 
FOR index: = 1 to (pljen) do 

IF CompareGet(pl_arr[index]) 
Then writeln('PIN',index,pl_arr[index],'passed') 

elsewriteln('PES[',index,pl_arr[index],'failed'); 
pause; 
SempSelect(PowerdownDC); 
TestClose; 

Fig. 17: Test section of Leakage test 

Voh A^ol Test 

Similar to the above tests the pin table is created and the DCSetUp conditions are 

determined. For Voh and Vol test, the threshold voltage is determined using equations 

Voh - Vt=1000*Ioh and Vt Vol=1000*Iol (3.IV and 4.4V) Since loh flows out of the 

device and into the load while lol flows into the device from the load, where Vt is the 

threshold vohage, which is required vohage to force through the load of 1000 ohms in the 

tester's pin electronics as shown in Fig. 3. The difference in the vohage is the voltage 

drop at the load as shown in the Fig. 3, which is the basis for the above equation. Owing 
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to the single magnitude reference in the tester, the compare voltage {Vcmp) is chosen to 

be the specified minimum logic high output voltage (Vohmin) for Voh test and specified 

maximum logic low output voltage (Volmax) for Vol test. The input pins are connected 

to SHigh, SFUNC relay configuration, while the outputs which are not considered for 

particular test is kept open with SOpen configuration which do not connect to any relays 

in the pin electronics. The inputs are provided with the aid of the tmth table to make the 

outputs high for Voh test and outputs low for Vol test, i.e., the input pins are connected as 

DO, D7, D2. Di = 1,1,1,1 to get 1,1,1,1 at Q0-Q3 used for Voh test and 0,0,0,0 at QObar-

Q3bar used for Vol test and this is programmed as shown in Fig. 18. The Q0-Q3 pins are 

connected to the receivers for the Voh test and others are left open and Q0bar-Q3bar are 

connected to the receivers for Vol test and others are left as shown in the DCConnect 

statements (Fig. 18). The Supply voltage limit is the minimum supply voltage specified 

for the device (Vccmin = 4.75V) and the current limit is 50mA which is the minimum 

current allowed by the tester which is higher than twice the maximum specified current 

(I8niA). This is programmed using SupplySet in the Test section. 
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DCSetupOpen(Vohsetup_l 111); 
DCSet(2v,0.8v,2.7v,3.1v,0.4ma,-0.4ma,IN_CARD); 
DCConnect(inpins, S_High, SLDoff); { data bit high } 
DCSet(2v,0.8y,2.7y,3.1v,0.4ma,-0.4ma,OUT_CARDQ); 
DCConnect(outpins_Q,S_High,S_Func); 
DCSet(2v,0.8v,0.4v,4.4v,4ma,-4ma,OUT_CARDQBAR); 
DCConnect(outpins_Qbar,S_Low,S_Open); 
DCSetUpClose; 

DCSetupOpen(VohsetupJ 111); 
DCSet(2v,0.8v,2.7v,3.1v,0.4ma,-0.4ma,IN_CARD); 
DCConnect(inpins, S_High, S_LDoff); { data bit high } 
DCSet(2v,0.8v,2.7v,3.1v,0.4ma,-0.4ma,OUT_CARDQ); 
DCSet(2v,0.8v,0.4v,4.4v,4ma,-4ma,OUT_CARDQBAR); 
DCConnect(outpins_Q,S_High,S_Open); 
DCConnect(outpins_Qbar,S_Low,S_Func); 
DCSetUpClose; 

Fig. 18: DCSetup for VohA^ol test 

Then the Voh /Vol levels are measured using the similar test logic used in leakage 

test and compared with the Vcmp voltage and verified if the DUT matches with those 

single magnimde limits, i.e., for Vohmin and Volmin. To compare the voltage 

VoltageCompare is used as shovra in part of the program in Fig. 19. 
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TestOpen( VohTest); 
SetupSelect(Vohsetup_l 111); 
SupplySet(S_DPSlB,4.75v,50mA,S_IGAIN_lX,S_LOW_CURR_MODE); 
Wait(5ms); 
DISCARD(VoltageCompare); 
PinListGet(outpins_Q,Pl_arr,Pl_len); { plarr : PinListArrayType;} 
FOR index := 1 to p l len do 

IF CompareGet(pl_arr[index]) 
then writeln('outpins_Q',index,pl_arr[index],'passed') 
else writeln('outpins_Q',index,pl_arr[index],'failed'); 

writeln; pause; 
TestClose; 
TestOpen(VolTest) 
SempSelect(Volsetup_l 111); 
SupplySet(S_DPSIB,4.75v,50mA,S_IGAIN_lX,S_LOW_CURR_MODE); 

Wah(5ms); 
DISCARD(VoltageCompare); 
PinListGet(outpins_Qbar,Pl_arr,Pl_len); { pl_arr : PinListArrayType;} 
FOR index := 1 to p l len do 

IF CompareGet(pl_arr[index]) 
Then writeln('outpins_Qbar',index,pl_arr[index],'passed') 
Else writeln('outpins_Qbar',index,pl_arr[index] ,'failed'); 
v^iteln; pause; 

SempSelect(PowerdownDC); 
TestClose; 

Fig. 19: Test section of Voh / Vol test 

Table 2: Tmth table for Edge triggered D flip-flop (SN74LS175N) 
FUNCTION TABLE 
(EACH FLIP-FLOP) 
INPUTS 

CLEAR CLOCK 

L X 
H } 

H 1 

H L 

D 

X 
H 

L 

X 

OUTPUTS 
Q Qt 

L H 
H L 

L H 

QQ °0 

Functional Test 

The tmth table (Table 2) is used to detennine the inputs and outputs for the 

fimctional test. As explained before, the outputs follow the inputs when the cp, mrbar = 
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1, while output retains the previous value when cp = 0 and aXX Q ^ 0 and Qbar = X when 

mrbar = 0. A pattern that can be used is shown in (Table 3). Using the pattem prepared 

with the truth table and pin configuration details from the PinTable, global, vector pattem 

files are prepared. Then using the DCSetUp command, voltages are set to force the 

specified input high and low values, i.e., Vih, Vil are set to force 3v and OV for safe 

margins and compare vohage is set to 1.5v, while the threshold voltage is 1.2V, a little 

less than Vcmp . Current levels are not used and, thus, set to OA. For functional test, the 

pins are connected to S_High, SFUNC conflguration as shown in Fig. 20. 

Table 3: Tmth table for D flip-flop (SN74LS175N) 
INPUTS 

Clear 
{mrbar) 

X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
0 
0 

Clock {cp) 

0 
I 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

D 

0 
0 
0 
I 
1 
1 
1 
0 

OUTPUTS 
Q 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

Qbar 

1 {1} 
1 12} 
1 {3} 
1 {4} 
0 {5} 
1 16} 
1 {7} 
1 {8} 

DCSetupOpen(fiinctionalsetup); 
DCSet(3V,0V,1.5V,1.2V,0A,0A,ALL_CARDS); 
DCConnect(allpins,S_High,S_FUNC); 

DCSetUpClose; 

PattemLoadGlobal('SN74LS 175.ego'); 
PattemLoad(pattem,'SN74LS 175.evo'); 

Fig. 20: DCSettip for Functional test 
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To generate functional test of a driver signal, the voltage levels (Vih=3v, Vil = Ov, 

for TTL circuits) are set using DCSet, the drivers are connected to the input pins using 

DCConnect. The drivers are enabled with DSet = 1. The drive data is selected from the 

truth table and the pin events are selected in a cycle for every pin. Pin events consist of 

edges and formats. The VLCT has various driver formats, as explained in chapter 3. 

S R T Z is one of the formats. The RTZ format test cycle has RTZl, RTZ2 events. Input 

pins drive tiie data in SRTZI and in S_RTZ2, the driver retums to zero logic level (Ov). 

The input drives the data in the first part of the cycle. It is held to the end of the second 

cycle so that the positive edge triggered D flip flop output can be verified in the second 

event of the cycle by placing the receiver active at the second event. After the D input is 

set either to 0 or 1 the clock is set to 1 to check the fiinctionality of the edge triggered D 

flip flop. First the input is set to 0 then the clock is set to 1. Then checked for the input 

mrbar. The input data is set available up to the second event for every cycle. The 

expected output is explained in Chapter III and in the tmth table above for all the possible 

cp and mrbar inputs where cp is the clock pin. The input goes high at half the time after 

the first event and it is maintained at that level by placing SNull in the second event. To 

read a fimctional test of the output signal, the program needs to set the compare voltage 

(3v,0v for Vih, VU), connect the receiver {DCConnect), enable the receiver {MSet (3 ) = I) 

for output pins), select the expected data from the fimctional pattem (SN74LSI75.ws 

file) and define when to read the output signal {EventPinMap). 
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TYPE 
Cycle = (Normal); 
{DutToChan which is in main program should be 
VectorFieldSet( 1 ,binary, 1,9,4,2,3); 

{mrbar cp 
MSet[3] [1 1 
DSet[3] [1 1 
MSet[4] [1 1 
{Mset3 hasi/p= 1, 
{Dset3 has i/p =1 
{Mset4 has i/p=l. 

DO 
1 
1 
1 

o/p=l} 
, o/p =0} 
o/p = 0} 

QO 
X 
0 
0 

QObar 
X 
0 
0 

} 
]; 
]; 
]; 

duplicated here.} 

Fig. 21: Global source file for functional test 

The M bits are used for receiver masking and the D bits are used to enable the 

driver. For input pins, D bit is set to 1 to drive the data and masked by setting M=l and 

for Output pins M bit is set to 0 to unmask the receiver and the expected outputs are 

compared by setting D to 1, MSet[3] disables the receiver pins, Mset[4] enables the 

receiver pins and Dset[3] enables the driver pins. In EventPinMap, of Vector Source file 

(SN74LS175.WS), each pin number, listed in the Global Source file, is used and their 

events (driver edges and receiver comparisons) are shown in the vector source file. 
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EventPinMap(l, S_RTZ1, S_NULL ,S_RTZ2); {mrbar} 
EventPinMap(9, S_RTZ1, S_NULL ,S_RTZ2); {cp} 
EventPinMap(4, S_RTZ1, S_NULL ,S_RTZ2);{D0} 
EventPinMap(2, S_NULL,S_EDGE,S_NULL);{QO} 
EventPinMap(3, S_NULL,S_EDGE, S_NULL);{QObar} 
Begin 

{mrbar cp 
Normal 

Exit 
End. 

(3,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(3,3) 

[1 
[1 
[1 
[0 
[1 
[1 
[0 
[0 
[0 
[0 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 

DO 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

QO QObai 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 I 
0 1 

r } 
]; {1}{ Dummy} 
];{!} 
];{2} 
];{3} 
];{4} 
];{5} 
];{6} 
];{7} 
];{8} 
]; {8}{Dummy} 

Fig. 22: Vector source file for functional test 

The pattem data, along with the M and D bits, are listed after the event pin map. 

The pattem files are included in the program with PatternLoadGlobal and PatternLoad 

as shown in Fig. 23. The setups are called into the main program. Supply is set to the 

minimum Vcc (Vccmin = 4.75V) and current limit to 50mA. Pattems are executed for 

fimctionality in the test section using PatternExecute as shown in the test section in Fig. 

23. 
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TestOpen(functionalTest); 
SetupSelect(fiinctionalsetup); 
SupplySet(S_DPSlA,4.5V,50mA,S_lGAIN_lX,S_NO_IBIAS_MODE); 
wait(lOms); 
Discard(VoltageCompare); {result: Boolean;} 
result := PattemExecute(Status,pattem); 

{Status : integer;} { Patter = (pattern); in TYPE section in the main program } 
ResultRecord(result); 
SetupSelect(PowerdownDC); 
If (result) THEN Writeln('passed') else Writeln('failed'); 

TestClose; 

Fig. 23: Test section of fimctional test 

Similarly, other digital devices are tested using the algorithm in the above 

sequence. Using the algorithm, the test time can be reduced by decreasing the leaming 

curve of the end user to test the device. These procedures can be extended for more fault 

coverage along with test time reduction. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The algorithm described in this work has been implemented to test a Quad D-Flip 

flop using the VLCT tester. The pin table was prepared using the pin configuration of the 

device under test, DUT, and the pin connections to the tester were defined {DutToChan). 

This section is used as a template for the all the tests. This reduces the programming time 

for each test. The DC levels are set by defining the Vih, VU, Vcmp and Vt according to the 

DUT characteristics, the test requirements with the algorithm presented and the procedure 

for each test explained in chapter III. The continuity test helps to verify the connections 

between the DUT pins and the tester pins. Tests conducted without verifying the 

connections would have no significance since the DUT pins may or may not be 

connected to the tester pins. 

The test programs are loaded into the Workstation of the tester (VLCT) and 

compiled using the tester user interface, TUI. After the programs are compiled 

workstation allows execution of the program. The test results are printed in a separate 

window according to the test section specifications as explained in chapter III. The tests 

can be verified at the specified or defined set of conditions if the device fails. The DC 

settings can be changed using DCSet and SupplySet commands. 

An example part was mn using the test described in Chapter IV. The continuity 

test passed at a 1.1 V threshold voltage and +100uA compare current levels. The shorts 

test passed at a threshold voltage o f - l . l v and at ±50uA. To determine if the test was 
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working, the continuity was checked by keeping the compare current levels constant and 

changing the threshold voltage level from -0.7v to -1.1 yolts. All the pins showed 

continuity. At Vt - -1.2v, the outputs failed, showing that the threshold voltage for the 

device is around -l.lv. When the compare current was changed, keeping the threshold 

voltage as -l.OV, the input pins passed up to +50uA, while the output pins failed at 

±65uA. The shorts test was run from threshold levels from -25mV to -2v for various 

current compare levels. The test passed for various current levels (±100uA to +50uA) at -

25mV. When die threshold voltage reached -950mv the test failed, which shows one of 

the limits of the threshold voltage of the device for shorts test around -900mv for the 

compared current levels. 

The leakage test could not be conducted at the input voltage of 2.7V. The current 

compare level has been decreased to measure up to a max of 500nA by changing the 

SlgainlX with SIgainI OX in SupplySet command Even then the tester did not allow 

compare currents below 50uA and for the leakage test at Vi=2.7v has expected compare 

current is 20uA or less ,which is below 50uA.The tester complained that the Compare 

current levels Icmphi, Icmplo are too low to test. The other specification for leakage test 

is with an input voltage of 7v and the expected compare current is +100uA {lih). This test 

is conducted with the later specification which passed up to +50uA. While the /// test 

passed for threshold voltage of 0.4v and +0.4mA to +50uA compare currents {HI). 

The output-high voltage and output-low voltage tests are conducted with compare 

voltages of 2.7v and 0.4v, which are the Vohmin and Volmax for the DUT at -0.4mA 

and 4niA currents, respectively. Both the tests passed at their specifications. The compare 
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voltage for the Voh test was decreased slowly along with the threshold voltage, to again 

detennine if the test was working, and the test failed when the compare voltage was 2.5V. 

For the Vol test the compare voltage was increased slowly along with the threshold 

voltage and the test failed when the voltage reached 0.5V. 

The fimctional test passed at a threshold voltage of 1.5V while Vih, Vil were 3v 

and Ov. Pattem files worked well in the region of 0.9v to 1.8v for the compare voltage. 

The test vectors used in the program were set with altemative high and low clock pulses. 

The input pin events were arranged, using PinEventMap, in such a way that the output 

was maintained up to the second event in the cycle, as explained in Chapters III and IV. 

All the tests satisfy the specifications provided in the data sheets. Thus this algorithm can 

be used for testing any type of digital devices by defining its pin configuration and the 

connections to the tester in the program, defining the DC levels, compare levels and 

supply DC levels and using the appropriate test logic to perform specific type of test. The 

functional test can be improved to find the stuck-at-0, stuck-at-1 faults by finding the 

appropriate test vectors for each type of fault. This algorithm can further be extended for 

the ICC test (Power supply current test) and AC parametric tests for parameters like 

propagation delay for slow digital devices. 
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APPENDIX A 

ALGORITHM AND ITP PROGRAM 

I ) Algorithm Of The Overall ITP Main Program 

Program; 
Declaration Section: 

Type 
PinList; PincardList; DCSetUp; TestNames; 
Variable Section 

Variable Names 
DutToChan 
BEGIN 

PinTableOpen; 
PinSet; PinListSet; PinCardSet; 

PinTableClose; 
Setup Section: 

DCSetUpOpen; 
DCSet; DCConnect; 

DCSetUpClose; 
PatternLoadGlobal; PatternLoad; 

Test Execution Section: 
TestOpen; 

SetUpSelect; SupplySet; 
Test Logic 

TestClose; 
END. 

Fig. 24: ITP program stmcture 

ITP program can be divided into three sections: namely, Declaration Section, Setup 

Section and Test Execution Sections. 

Explanation of each statement in the above Algorithm 

PROGRAM Program Name; Each program requires a unique name to identify it. 

TYPE 

PinList = {Pin variable Name, ..., Pin Group Name,... ); 

Pin Variable Name is a unique name in the program designated to a specific pin of DUT. 
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Pin Group Name is a unique name given to a set of pins that undergo similar test. 

PinCardList = (PinCardvariableName,... , SystemPinCardName,...); 

PinCard Variable Name is the name designated for a system pincard. 

DCSetUp = {DCJet_ Up Name, . . .); 

Pattern = {Functional Pattern name, ...); 

TestNames = {Test Name,... ); 

VAR 

I 'ariableName: I ariabletype; 

Variable types available are Real, Boolean, integer, pinlistArrayType, Treal etc. 

DutToChan 

DUTPinNumber: Test_ Head Channel number; 

DutToChan declarations are used to bind the tester channel number to the DUT pin 

number. This contains the device pin to tester channel mapping information. 

BEGIN 

PinTableOpen; 

PinSet {PinVariableName, DUT Pin Number); 

VmListSet {Group Name, PinVariableName,..., PinVariableName); 

PinCardSet {PinCardVariableName, System PinCard); 

PinCardListSet ( GroM/7_7Vawe, PinCardVariableName, ..., 

PinCardVariableName); 

PinTableClose; 
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SET UP SECTION 

This section is includes set up DC conditions {DCSet, DCConnect) to use in test 

execution section and to call pattems {PatternLoad) from other files. 

DCSetVpOpen{DC_SetUp_Name); 

DCSet ( Vih, VU, Vcmp, Vth, Icmphi. Icmplo, PinCard Name ); 

DCSet: programs DC levels and relay connections for the tests. 

VihA^il: The voltage required for the driver logic to be considered as high/low level. 

Vcmp: The voltage receiver is expected from the test conditions. 

Vth: The voltage that should be forced by the tester into the DUT. 

Icmphi/Icmplo: The maximum positive/negative value of the current expected to the 

receiver to pass the test. 

DCConnect (PmC5) Name, Databit, Config, Connect); 

Config: is the relay configuration connection. 

Connect: is an optional individual relay connection. 

DCSetUpClose; 

Pattem files: There are two types of pattem files: 

a) PatternLoadGlobalC .ego'); 

Vector Global Source files {Devicename_Programname.vgs) 

h) PatternLoad( , ' .evo'); 

VLC LT Vector Source file {DevicenameProgramnamePatternnumber.vvs) 

.vgs file contains information that all the .ws files will use, to eliminate programming 

redundancy. 
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Vector files are written in Source code and compiled into object code. 

i.e.(.vgs -> .ego), {.v\s-> .evo ). 

The main ITP program will use the compiled files to program the DMA memory. 

Type 
Cycle = (Normal); 
DutToChan : ; 

VectorFieldSet(statement number, BASE , DUT pin position...,); 
MSet [Set number ] [ M bits ]; 
DSet [Set number ] [Dbitsj; 

MSet [Set number ] [Mbitsj; 
DSet [Set number ] [Dbitsj; 

Fig. 25: Outline of a .vgs file 

M bits: is used for receiver masking. 

D bit is used to enable driver. 

a) For Input pins D bit is used and M bit is masked (M=l). 

b) For Output pins M bid is used and D bit is masked (D = 0). 

c)For 10 pins will use D bit in input mode and M bit while in output mode. 

The first vector of a pattem is used to setup input states and Exit command is an 

identifier for the last vector in the pattem. The first and last vector uses an MSet that 

masks all receivers. 
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EventPinMap ( Pin_Number,Pin_eventl,Pin Event2,...); 

EventPinMap (Pin_Number,Pin_eventl,Pin_Event2,...); 

Begin 
Cycle Name ( M , D )[ pattern data ]; 

Exit ( M , D ) [pattern data I; 
End. 

Fig. 26: Outline of a .ws file 

EventPinMap defines events that will occur during one test cycle for one DUT pin. 

Pin_Event are driver edges and receiver comparisons. There are various types of pin 

events for different events. They are as follows: 

S_NR, S_RTZ, S_RTO, S_RTC, S_SBZ, S_SBO, S_SBC, S_EDGE, S_NOP, S_NULL 

NR: Non-retum format. 

RTZ/RTO: Retum to zero/one format 

RTC: Remm to complement format 

SBZ/SBO: Surround by Zero/one format 

SBC: Surround by complement format 

EDGE: Edge comparison (Used for output pin) 

NOP: Event with no change 

NULL: No event 

Pattern data is DUT's tmth table vector. Pattem data in first/last line is the DUT's tmth 

table vector in first and last statements that masks the receiver. Pin Data are the I's and 

O's from the DUT tmth table. 
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SetUpSelect (DCSetUp_Name); 

SupplySet {SDPSUX, V, I IGAIN, PGM); 

S_DPS#X : Device power supply. (#X = {lA, IB, ..., 8A,8B} ) 

V: Voltage supplied to the DUT (:L12V) 

I: Current limit ( ± 3A ) 

IGAIN: is either SJGAIN_1X or SJGAINIOX 

PGM: S_NO_IBIAS_MODE for test programming purposes. 

SupplyRead {SDPSUX, ReadOpt); 

Read_Opt: is a Treal value. It is Either SVolatage or S_Current which ever is required 

Treal : is a variable type. It is a double precision 64 bit floating point number of a 

specified unit of measure. Ex: "J" for Energy in Joules. 

11) Pin PMU Voltage Specifications: 

Table 4: Pin PMU voltage specifications 

Vih 

Vil 

Vcmp 

Vth 

Range 

-2 V to +8 V 

-2 V to +7 V 

-2 V to +7 V 

-3 Vto+12V 

Resolution 

40 mV 

40 mV 

40 mV 

60 mV 

Accuracy 

±160 mV 

±160 mV 

±160 mV 

±240 mV 

I I I ) Pin PMU Current specifications: 

Table 5: Pin PMU Current specifications 
Range 
±1 mA 

±500 nA 

Resolution 
8uA 

4nA 

Accuracy 
±100 uA 

±20 nA 
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1 V ) Specifications of Driver, Receiver and Load : 

Table 6: Specifications of Driver, Receiver and Load 
Driver 

Vih Range: -2V to 8V 
Vil Range: -2V to 7V 
Resolution: 40 mV 
Accuracy: +/-160 mV 

Receiver 

Vcmp Range: -2 V to +7 V 
Resolution: 40 mV 
Accuracy: 160 mV 

Load (1000 ohms) 

Accuracy: +/-10P ohms 
Vth Range:-3V to+12V 
Resolution: 60 mV 
Accuracy: 240 mV 

V ) Relays connections in various test setups: 

Table 7: Relays connections in various test setups 
TEST 
None 
Continuity 
Leakage 
Functional with load 
Functional without load 
Diagnostics 

Configuration 
S OPEN 
S CONTY 
S LEAK 
S FUNC 
S LDOFF 
S PIN 

Relays Closed 
None 
PIN, DRV, LOAD 
PIN, PMU 
PIN, DRV, LOAD 
PIN, DRV 
PIN 

V I ) The Current directions used in the low cost tester: 

Input and Output Current Directious 

111 (negative) 
Vdd 

-m Input (1) Oatput 
o 

• > 

Input O Ontpul m 

im 

Gad 

Fig. 27: Current directions used in the low cost tester 
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VII) Pincard List ,Pin numbers and the Variables Names used in the program for Pincards: 

Table 8: PincardList 
Slot 

PinCard 1 
PinCard 2 
Pin,Card 3 
PinCard 4 
PinCard 5 
PinCard 6 
PinCard 7 
PinCard 8 

PinNo:s 
1-32 

33-64 
65-96 
97-128 
129-160 
161-192 
193-224 
225-256 

Defined name 
PinCardlto32 
PinCard33to64 
PinCard65to96 
PinCard97tol28 
PinCardl29tol60 
PinCardl61tol92 
PinCardl93to224 
PinCard225to256 
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APPENDIX B 

GLOSSARY 

VLCT Terminology 

1LCT or ] LC-LT: Very Low Cost Tester. 

Device Power Supply(D/'5) : Provides DUT power (Vcc, et.al.), usually forcing a 

voltage with a current limit, and is capable of measuring current. 

DUT: Device Under Test 

DMA Boards: Direct Memory Access Boards in the controllers and the testhead send and 

recei\ e digital information to program the tester hardware and report test results. 

Quadrant: One tester section of 256 digital pins, 32/64 analog channels, 4/2 device power 

supplies. 

Parametric Measurement Unit (PMU): Provides DC voltage and current measurement 

capability. It is usually capable of forcing a test condition (voltage or current) and then 

taking a measurement. 

Performance Board: Usually a printed circuit board that connects tester resources to DUT 

pins. It may support additional circuitry, fixed loads, relays, etc. 

Voltage Terminology 

Vih (High-level input voltage): The minimum, high level vohage that can be applied to an 

input and guarantee the input will recognize the voltage as a high. 

VU (Low-level input voltage): The maximum, low level voltage that can be applied to an 

input and guarantee the input will recognize the voltage as a low. 
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Voh (High-level output voltage): The minimum, high level voltage that will exist on an 

output in the high state. 

Vol (Low-level output voltage): The maximum, low level voltage that will exist on an 

output in the low state. 

Current Terminology 

lih (High-level input current): The current into an input when a high level voltage is 

applied to that input. 

lU (Low-level input current): The current out of an input when a low level voltage is 

applied to that input. 

loh (High-level output current): The current out of an output with input conditions 

applied that, according to the product specification, will establish a high level at the 

output. 

lol { Low-level output current): The current into an output with input conditions applied 

that, according to the product specification, will establish a low level at the output. 

Functional Test Terminology 

Functional Pattern: Presents some portion of the DUT's tmth table. The pattem will 

contain the I's and O's from the tmth table for all the DUT pins: input and output. 

Load: Used on output pins to simulate the load an output pin would see when driving 

another device(s). 

Vector: One line of data in the pattem that contains pin data for all pins for one fimctional 

test cycle. 
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